In ein Mühlwerk geworfen. Zum autobiographischen Schreiben in der Französischen Revolution. By FRANZISKA MEIER. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2016. 287 pp., ill. Franziska Meier's study explores a variety of approaches to narrating the self in response to the traumatic experience of the French Revolution. Her broadly defined genre allows her to include in her corpus works that Philippe Lejeune's narrower definition of 'autobiographie' would exclude (L'Autobiographie en France (Paris: Armand Colin, 1971)), and thus to accommodate various genre-defying attempts to find a form of writing that would express the intimate experience of sudden and great historical change, as well as to explore the intrusion of elements of the autobiographical into other genres entirely, such as the essay. The book surveys works by many different writers in order to identify shared characteristics of autobiographical writing in the period, rather than the distinctiveness of individual authors or ideological positions. Such writing often revealed agonized individual feelings of disorientation and reflection on the reciprocal relationship between the personal and the political. What is uncovered is not the sudden realization of a new historicized consciousness, but rather an acute awareness of irresistible change and a strong sense of the inadequacy of traditional ways of thinking and writing to the new circumstances. Many of the writers who turned to autobiographical writing were aware that they were transgressing genre conventions in doing so. Meier shows this with particular clarity with reference to the genesis of Chateaubriand's Essai sur les révolutions (1796) and Staël's De l'influence des passions (1797). She identifies three stages in the writing of Chateaubriand's work: gathering the basic facts and placing them in chronological order; incorporating notes and comments based on reading; and finally adding an autobiographical twist in the shape of subjective elements from personal memory and experience. For its part, Staël's essay was not originally intended to be in any sense autobiographical, but became, during composition, a therapeutic exercise in recounting the author's emotional response to the Revolution, although the focus was more on the broader lessons to be learned from her experiences than their strictly autobiographical interest. Meier detects in the evolution of autobiographical forms a rapid and widespread realization that the integration of self-writing and historical writing was deeply problematic. Were autobiographers witnesses to or actors in events? What was the relationship between their public and private selves? Had their private views changed with events, and was any avowal of this potentially dangerous? Meier contends that the sense of self was for most of the authors under consideration the only significant, unchanging anchor for their identity in a period of rapid and radical external change, and that this underlay their experimentation with form. Ultimately, according to Meier, what emerges is a precursor of the modern écri-ture littéraire, a discursive mode beholden to its own rules and with its own goals, and deeply aware that self-writing could not straightforwardly reflect an external reality. Meier's closely argued text draws extensively on published and manuscript sources to offer an inclusive survey of the autobiographical writing of the Revolutionary period, convincingly challenging any lingering view that while the autobiographical writing of the period may be of use to historians, it has little to interest literary scholars.
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Postal Culture in Europe, 1500-1800. By JAY CAPLAN. (Oxford University Studies in the Enlightenment, 2016:14.) Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2016. xiii þ 210 pp., ill. With studies of intellectual and social networks continuing to rise, Jay Caplan's book offers a timely account of the materials and infrastructure that shaped epistolary exchanges in the early modern period. An engaging, concise English-language alternative to Eugène Vaillé's six-volume Histoire générale des postes (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1947), Caplan's book overviews the history and functioning of European postal systems, focusing on France. After an initial section outlining the development of private courier businesses into state-run postal systems during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, the book emphasizes 'the practical reality of early modern postal relations' (p. 1) from the 1650s to the Revolution, in thematic chapters. Chapter 2, a stationery fetishist's treat, explores the materiality of correspondence: the array of papers, inks, and stamps available to letter-writers as well as the contingencies of mail transit and delivery. Chapter 3 delves into the post's darker side, examining its complicity with monarchal espionage; the chapter shows that, despite the ubiquity of surveillance, correspondents clung to the notion that words under seal should remain 'secret', developing codes and other measures to defend their privacy. For Caplan, these subtle acts of resistance led to the abandonment of state snooping at the end of the eighteenth century. In recounting this exemplary history with eerie resonance today, Caplan convincingly argues that postal practices contributed to the emerging distinction between public and private life. Chapters 4 and 5 offer a nuanced portrait of the relationship between the post and its users by focusing on the cases of Voltaire and Rousseau respectively. Voltaire relished the potential for long-distance communication but suffered from targeted surveillance, which he strove to evade through creative tactics. Rousseau was more ambivalent towards the post. He famously decried all forms of mediation, preferring 'présence ou rien' (quoted p. 141). Yet the characters of Julie, ou, La nouvelle Héloïse deepen their relationship by 'composing' themselves for each other in letters. In his own life, Rousseau depended on the postal service to communicate with his editors, but was prone to paranoia about lost packets and so overwhelmed by fan letters that he declared 'postal bankruptcy', swearing he would no longer
